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Safe Harbor Statement
The presentations during this event may contain forward-looking statements about our outlook, future results and
related assumptions, total addressable markets, acquisitions, products and product capabilities, and strategies.
These statements reflect our best judgment based on currently known factors. Actual events or results could differ
materially. Please refer to our SEC filings, including our most recent Form 10-K and Form 10-Q filings available
at www.sec.gov, for important risks and other factors that may cause our actual results to differ from those in our
forward-looking statements.

The forward-looking statements made in these presentations are being made as of the time and date of their live
presentation. If these presentations are reviewed after the time and date of their live presentation, even if
subsequently made available by us, on our website or otherwise, these presentations may not contain current or
accurate information. We disclaim any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements.

Statements regarding planned or future development efforts for our products and services are not intended to be a
promise or guarantee of future availability of products, services, or features but merely reflect our current plans and
based on factors currently known to us. Purchasing decisions should not be made based upon reliance on these
statements.

PLEASE NOTE: All Autodesk content is proprietary. Please Do Not Copy, Post or Distribute without authorization.
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Introduction



Who am I ?

 Autodesk Consulting
o Implementation Consultant - Automotive

o Support Customers with Autodesk Automotive & 
Visualization Solutions adoption and customization

 20+ years experience in Design & Visualization

 14 years in the Manufacturing industry (Rail) leading 
Digital Design Team

 Trained as a Designer, specialize in Creative Design 
visualization & communication, Real-time 
visualization, AR and VR.



 Make real-time & interactive 3D  
visualization easy.

 Access data from anywhere, on 
any device.

 One-click workflow to 
collaboration.

What is it about ?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What we will talk about today is a prototype application developed by Autodesk Consulting which purpose is to democratize product visualization,It allows to access visualization data from anywhere, on any device, in collaboration,And leverages Autodesk VRED streaming capabilities.It is based upon a custom web server which exposes available visualization data to the user and manages remote rendering instances powered by VRED Core.So, anyone can use their web browser of choice, and experience a high-quality Visualization with VRED. 



Learning Objectives

 Understand how to take advantage of VRED Core 
streaming capabilities.

 Learn how to visualize design data in a device-
agnostic environment.

 Discover how to implement on-demand visualization 
as a service.

 Learn about the business ROI of a streaming 
collaboration platform.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What you will come away with is:A better understanding of what you can do with VRED’s streaming capabilitiesHow to make visualization truly device-agnostic, without compromising on visual qualityWhat does it take to build a on-demand visualization serviceAnd have a better idea of business ROI of a streaming collaboration platform



Why did we do it?



Decision Making process

Digitization of Design workflows made us loose the 
ability, during early design phases, to walk around the 
shopfloor to see and compare designs progress.

How might we do it again in a digital world…?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 3 compelling events which motivated us to invest time in developing this solution:The first one is how the automotive decision-making process has changed in the last decade.Most of it is often 100% digital in the early design phases, and we lost the ability to walk around the shopfloor which was back in the days full of clay models that we could gather around, discuss and compare.Now we often need to set a meeting, prepare the 3D model, book the presentation room equipped with the right hardware and software, make sure everything works before the meeting.How could we make it again as easy as walking around the mock-up ?



Digital Design opportunities & 
struggle

 Designing digital unlocked creativity.
o Design faster thanks to new tools.
o Visualize earlier with a level of realism close to reality.
o Experience designs and interact in VR.

 Managing this amount of data and consuming it can be 
challenging.
o Requires dedicated hardware.
o Needs expertise.
o Finding the right data, the latest update is sometimes a 

challenge.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second one is the Digital Design pipeline.Digital workflows brought some great benefits:We gained in efficiency with rapid prototyping tools,We can visualize design earlier with a level of realism every day closer to reality which lets us take informed decisions with a growing level of confidenceWe can even make life-like experiences thanks to VR technology which has become mature enough to be easy to use and affordable.But it comes also with some challenges:It requires specific knowledge to deal with content creation tools, and it’s not rare to use 3 or 4 of them depending on the design phase and what we need to achieve.Sometimes, we even need the support from experts, when making photorealistic imagery, immersive experiences, or simulation.And all those activities require dedicated hardware that everyone may not have access to, especially decision makers who then rely on production team to be able to see the work in progress.Maybe the most challenging part is to deal with the amount of data that is generated, manage it in a reliable way to ensure that the right version of the files come together on the day of the presentation.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The third compelling event is a technological opportunity.Autodesk VRED is a well-known visualization software in the automotive industry that allow to bring complex data to life. It is used to:create high-quality renderings and interactive experiences,visualize, review, and validate with ease and accuracy,experience and collaborate in a real-time 3d environment on any device, including VR (Virtual Reality).VRED is also proposing a web streaming feature which allows any VRED session to be streamed over the web and thus be displayed on any device, including portable devices, phones, tablets and more.



Value driven

Save operational time

Reducing the need for expert 
support to find, prepare, and 
manage ad-hoc presentation

Ease access to the right data

Remove the technological 
barrier by allowing any 

device to consume 
visualization data

Shorten Design cycles

Influence design changes 
earlier, detect earlier wrong 

design direction, shorten 
time to find the right data

Access high-end visualization data and experience designs through a web browser on any device.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, we thought there was a real need for a solution to democratize visualization and make it easier to access high-end visualization data and experience designs through a web browser and on any device.Such a solution would drive operational time savings, by reducing the need for an expert to find, prepare and put together the necessary data for a presentation,It could also make access to the right data easier by removing technological barriers and give anyone the ability to consume visualization data,And ultimately, shorten the design cycles, with the ability to shorten the time to find the right data to present and detect earlier wrong design directions.



How does it look like?



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore 
et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

 Consectetuer adipiscing elit
 Maecenas porttitor congue massa
 Fusce posuere, magna sed pulvinar ultricies

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore 
et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

 Consectetuer adipiscing elit
 Maecenas porttitor congue massa
 Fusce posuere, magna sed pulvinar ultricies

Sample blank slide — title (sentence case)



Use-Cases



What If…?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The ultimate goal is what we could call the Digital Shopfloor, where project data would be updated automatically, and where anyone could jump in, from any device, and review, comment, and collaborate around the digital mockup.To get there, there are some initial steps to take…



Decision Maker

Designer
Digital Modeler

Visualization Artist

LOCAL-HOSTED  WEB APPLICATION

Exposes relevant data to the user

Provide high-quality rendering on any 
device

RENDERING CLUSTER
Remote rendering

Streams visual result to the Web Front-
end

Self-served review

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first one which we are addressing with this application is to make data accessible in an autonomous way.Today, Design Studios are producing a lot of data. It can be CAD models or Visualization datasets.When a Decision maker wants to access this data, it requires to know where the data is, and have the proper hardware and knowledge to manipulate the data.If any of these condition is not met, they need to reach out to the who made it and ask him to prepare the data for a presentation, whether it is at his desk or in a presentation room.It implies time and effort just for having a look to the work in progress.What if users could decide what is relevant to share, and make it accessible through a device-agnostic solution, and use remote hardware to take care of the rendering part, making lightweight hardware able to display the most complex dataset, in real-time, or even in a photorealistic environment?



Use-cases

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can even think about much more use-cases where remote rendering and streaming could help.In a world where working from home has become almost normal, giving anyone the ability to join a collaborative design review is critical.We could also think about democratizing high-end imagery production and use this remote rendering power to allow non-savvy users to request for photo-realistic images.As we are using VRED, we can take advantage of the capabilities offered by the Python API and automate tasks, like merging multiple scene together to compare them, put them side-by-side or on top of each other, automate assemblies or even automate daily aggregation of live studio data.



Technological 
components



• 1 VRED SESSION / USER

• COLLABORATIVE SESSIONS IF MULTIPLE USERS 

REVIEW THE SAME FILE

• CAPTURE NOTES / STORED IN FILE

RENDERING SERVERS

System Components

• UNIQUE WEB URL

• MANAGE USER LOGIN

• FILTER ACCESSIBLE DATA & 

SECURITY

• MANAGE REQUESTS

• DETERMINE RENDERING 

SERVER AVAILABILITY

• MANAGE LOAD BALANCING

DJANGO FRAMEWORK
WEB SERVER

https://www.djangoproject.com/

“Django is a high-level Python web 
framework that encourages rapid 
development and clean, pragmatic 
design. Built by experienced developers, 
it takes care of much of the hassle of 
web development, so you can focus on 
writing your app without needing to 
reinvent the wheel. It’s free and open 
source.”

VRED Core is a server-based solution which offers the full 
functionalities of VRED through VRED Core API

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The system relies on 2 main components:On one side, a custom web server is handling what is exposed to the users. On the other side, Rendering servers use VRED to render and stream the 3D content.The Web server manages users list, posts, and the data a user is able to review, based on user groups and permissions.Server back-end manages user requests and rendering servers on the other side.Rendering servers will run the VRED Core session, giving access to all the scene content, variant, viewpoints, animations, and ensure real-time collaboration.

https://www.djangoproject.com/


System Architecture

FRONT-END

DJANGO 
MODELS

RENDERING 
INSTANCES

User Login Posts List 3D review New Post Edit Post Manage

User Model Post Model Streaming Server 
Model

…
VRED Core
Instance

VRED Core
Instance

VRED Core
Instance

VRED Core
Instance

VRED Core
Instance

VRED Core
Instance

WEB
SERVER

MEDIA 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Web Server is based on Django framework.As Django is working with python, it works great with VRED API and simplifies VRED scripts integration to the back-end.The Django server is managing the web front-ends which are exposed to the user through Web pages developed in HTML, using CSS, Javascript and Bootstrap.The back-end is relying on 3 main so-called models which manage:The Users, Groups and permissions which we are using to filter information a user has access toThe Posts, which are the data containers.A Post holds information about the 3D model location, the title of the post, some description and metadataIt also manages information hidden to the user like who is currently viewing the post, which is used for collaboration, and the private collaboration session key, securing the session.And the Streaming server model, which lists all the rendering instances we made available, described with their IP, Port , and their State which we use to know if a rendering server is busy or not to manage the load balancing.When a user logs into the system, he will be redirected to the home page, which will list all the posts he can view and interact with.As soon as the user requests to view a post, the system will look into the Streaming servers list and pick the first available server to start a new VRED session together with custom scripts. It will then use the post information to open the related file, check if anyone is already reviewing the same post and create or join the collaboration session.Once the file is opened and VRED ready to stream, the user will be redirected to the 3D review page which embeds the VRED Stream app, giving access to all variants, viewpoints, animations and interactive features setup into the scene.



What’s Next?



Live data feed
ProjectA Data

\ProjectA_root
|
|--\Exterior
|        |--\zone1
|        |         |--FileA_rev00.wire
|        |         |--FileA_rev01.wire
|        |         |--FileA_rev02.wire
|        |--\zone2
|        |         |--FileB_rev00.wire
|        |         |--FileB_rev01.wire
|
|--\Interior
|        |--\zone3
|        |         |--FileC_rev00.wire
|        |         |--FileC_rev01.wire
|        |         |--FileA_rev02.wire

ProjectB Data

\ProjectB_root
|
|--\Exterior
|        |--\zone1
|        |         |--FileA_rev00.wire
|        |         |--FileA_rev01.wire
|        |         |--FileA_rev02.wire
|        |--\zone2
|        |         |--FileB_rev00.wire
|        |         |--FileB_rev01.wire
|
|--\Interior
|        |--\zone3
|        |         |--FileC_rev00.wire
|        |         |--FileC_rev01.wire
|        |         |--FileA_rev02.wire

MANAGE MODELING ASSETS
Project data are stored in a structured repository 

to allow downstream automation

DATABASE

PREPARE DATA
Automated translation of modelling assets into 

Visualization-ready materials

AUTOMATION

CONSUMABLE DATA
Automatized translation of modelling assets into 

Visualization-ready materials

DOWNSTREAM VISUALIZATION WORKFLOWS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So far, the application has been designed around a statement that sharing needs to be intentional.As a user you want, or have been asked to share your work. So, you need to create a post and decide who should be able to view it.Another approach is to make it even easier by automating the creation of posts based on the data contained in look-up folders.Of course, this would require to have a reliable data structure to build the automation upon, but thinking further, this could allow to automate data aggregation or even have a “always-up-to-date” visualization dataset which could update itself as new parts come in.



Pairing with Autodesk Shotgrid

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As the demand scales, it may be a clever idea to use Shotgrid to manage data, and take advantage of data and task management feature of Shotgrid to keep track on project life cycle and connect it to the streaming server.Here is an example of how we can leverage dynamic URL fields of Shotgrid to build the path to the relevant post which would be generated based on the activity on a Shotgrid asset and call another page to review the published 3D file.



High-End Workstation
RTX graphic card

Run VRED
Stream Content

Scaling the service

Host web server
Host data

Local Network | Stream over http Internet | Stream over https

High-End Workstation
RTX graphic card

Host web 
server

AWS EC2

Run VRED
Stream 
Content

AWS EC2 G5

Host data

AWS S3

Host 
database

AWS RDS

ON-PREMISE CLOUD HOSTED

SC
AL

AB
LE

 I
N

FR
AS

TR
UC

TU
RE

FI
XE

D 
CA

PA
CI

TY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Making the service scalable could also go through a cloud deployment.So far, the system has been constrained by the confidentiality requirements of the secret data generated in the Design Studio.It secures the data but requires to manage and scale the rendering server as the demand grows. Somehow, it can limit the availability of the service as the maximum number of concurrent users is fixed by the rendering cluster capacity.Hosting such a service on the cloud could be the solution to make it really scalable and raise cloud rendering instances as needed. 



Automotive Virtual Design Review
Autodesk VRED streamed to any XR device from AWS using NVIDIA Cloud XR

© 2022, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon Confidential and Trademark.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We could even think about AR and VR.Late last year, our Autodesk technical sales experts put together a demonstration of how we could make AR and VR collaborative design review with VRED over the cloud.This has been made possible thanks to the support of AWS and NVIDIA.For this POC, 3 components were required:First, Autodesk VRED that has the capability to render a 3D vehicle in context, at scale, and to multiple stakeholder points of view in collaborationThen, NVIDIA CloudXR streaming protocol that compresses server-side rendering and decompresses client-side images at low latency, while transporting 6 degree of freedom data from devices back to the server to render the next frame in near real-timeFinally, AWS Cloud infrastructure, supporting scalable, on-demand real-time graphics workload with low-latency edge delivery capability. rear door of a car design should be moved forward by 3cm to restore visual balance). The COVID pandemic created a dramatic work dynamic shift impacting the design review process since design reviews would occur in-person at design studios. High end graphics workstations would power real-time visualization of 3D versions of upcoming vehicle designs. Stakeholders (design management, executives, designers, and marketers) would congregate and review the vehicle designs presented on large format screens (powerwalls) and VR headsets tethered to the workstations. Recently (within the last 4 years), accessibility to VR (Virtual Reality) and AR (Augmented Reality) devices (i.e HTC Vive VR headsets and tablets) has been on the rise (thousands of VR devices and tens of thousands of mobile devices being deployed and managed within automotive OEMs) which is leading to new capabilities within the automotive design process. This paired with the need to facilitate reviews among stakeholders who are located remotely has created the perfect accelerant for virtual design reviews. 



Quickstart
Autodesk VRED and NVIDIA Cloud XR on AWS EC2 G5

© 2022, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon Confidential and Trademark.

https://aws-quickstart.github.io/quickstart-nvidia-cloudxr/
TR502979 | Automotive virtual design reviews using VRED 
Quick Start on the AWS Cloud, David Randle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanks to this experience, AWS developed a so-called Quick Start to easily deploy VRED and NVIDIA CloudXR on the AWS Cloud.This Quick Start is for IT infrastructure architects, administrators, and DevOps professionals who are planning to implement or extend their Autodesk VRED workloads on the AWS Cloud.Powered by the new Amazon EC2 G5 instances, which deliver up to 3x higher graphics performance and up to 40% better price performance than G4dn instances, and equipped with NVIDIA A10G Tensor Core GPUs, this solution is ideal for rendering realistic scenes faster, running powerful virtual workstations, and supporting graphics heavy applications at higher fidelity.For more information about AWS Quick Start for VRED and NVIDIA CloudXR, please follow the link on the top of this page or refer to the class handout available online.You can also attend David Randle’s AU Class, TR502979 | Automotive virtual design reviews using VRED Quick Start on the AWS Cloud, on Thursday 1:30PM

https://aws-quickstart.github.io/quickstart-nvidia-cloudxr/
https://autodeskuniversity.smarteventscloud.com/cap/app/sessions#683499


Automate data preparation tasks.

 VRED supports a broad range of data formats
 Automate data conversion
 Apply data preparation templates

Streamline visualization workflows.

 Combine live data pulling and automated data prep.
 Automate engineering data assemblies
 Auto-update part versions

Off-line rendering service.

 Make realistic rendering accessible to anyone
 Simplify rendering resource management
 Apply scenery template for product life-like integration

Automation
Leveraging VRED’s Python API, we can achieve almost anything…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, as we spoke about the solution leveraging VRED’s Python API, we can think about more complex automation likeAutomate Data preparation, by handling background tasks for almost any CAD data conversion, optimization, material replacement and so on, and serve ready-to-view data in the best qualityStreamline visualization workflows by pairing live data pulling and automated data preparation to allow automatic generation of large assemblies and present them in an interactive environmentOr Off-line rendering services, enabling users to request realistic images and movies from raw modeling data.This list is off course not exhaustive, and we will be happy to explore together with you the specific needs and use-case of yours.If you want to know more, please reach out to me, or your Autodesk representative. 



Autodesk and the Autodesk logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of Autodesk, Inc., and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates in the USA and/or other countries. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their 
respective holders. Autodesk reserves the right to alter product and services offerings, and specifications and pricing at any time without notice, and is not responsible for typographical or graphical errors that may appear in this document.
© 2022 Autodesk. All rights reserved. Autodesk Confidential & Proprietary Information - Please do not post, copy or distribute without authorization.
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